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Abstract
A phase unwrapping method is developed to mathematically increase the
depth-of-field for the 3D optical measurement of objects with laterally
discontinuous surfaces, which contain disconnected high aspect ratio
regions. This method is applied for laser holographic interferometry
precision measurements. The phase wrap identification at boundary pixels,
masking and recovery, dynamic segmentation and phase adjustment are
developed to overcome the divergence problem in phase unwrapping of
laterally discontinuous surfaces. An automotive automatic transmission
valve body is applied as an example to demonstrate the developed method.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed methods can efficiently
unwrap the phase to increase the depth-of-field for laterally discontinuous
surfaces. Effects of segment size and width of overlapped regions on the
computational efficiency are investigated.
Keywords: phase unwrapping, laser holographic interferometry, laterally
discontinuous surfaces
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
1. Introduction
Phase unwrapping is a mathematical procedure to eliminate the
ambiguity in the phase map for imaging applications, including
the synthetic aperture radar interferometry, laser holographic
interferometry, magnetic resonance imaging and others [1].
In this research, phase unwrapping is studied to increase
the depth-of-field for the 3D laser holographic interferometry
measurement of laterally discontinuous surfaces. An example
of an object with laterally discontinuous surfaces is the
automatic transmission valve body, as shown in figure 1(a).
Figure 1(b) shows the top view of the measurement
surface of a valve body, which contains grooves for
pressurized fluid to control the position of valves for gear
shifting. The flatness and precision height measurement
of the surface is important for the sealing of an automatic
transmission.
Phases calculated by laser holographic interferometry
range from −π to π , the principal value range of reverse
trigonometric functions. The limited range of phase creates the
phase wrap and ambiguity in measurement. Figure 2(a) shows
an example of a parabolic-shaped surface with phases ranging
from 0 to 18 rad. The measurement of this surface with phase
wraps is shown in figure 2(b). Sudden changes of phase are
observed at pixels with the phase value near −π or π . Phase
unwrapping restores the true phase map (figure 2(a)) from
the measured phase map (figure 2(b)). If the spatial sampling
rate in the phase map is at least twice the highest frequency of
the change of phase, so-called Shannon sampling theorem [2],
a phase wrap is assumed when the phase difference between
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1. The automatic transmission valve body: (a) isometric
view and (b) top view.
two adjacent pixels exceeds a threshold value of π . The
wrapped phase is compensated by the integral multiples of
2π to be unwrapped.
Technical advancements in phase unwrapping have
been aimed at achieving high noise robustness and low
computational cost. Both temporal- and spatial-based
approaches for phase unwrapping have been developed.
Temporal-based phase unwrapping, developed by Huntley and
Saldner [2, 3], unwraps the change of phase over time for
each pixel independently. The error is restricted to individual
pixels and does not propagate between pixels. Special optical
configurations [4] are required to relate the unwrapped phase
to the height of the surface. This makes the temporal-based
approach unsuitable for the laser holographic interferometry
measurement, which is the targeted application in this
research.
Spatial-based phase unwrapping processes the phase in
the 2D spatial domain using either path-dependent or path-
independent methods. The path-dependent method unwraps
the phase along a specially designed path by converting the 2D
array into a folded 1D data set. This method needs complex
path design strategy in the presence of noise [5] and is not




Figure 2. Artificially created phase map: (a) 3D true phase map
without phase wrap and (b) 3D wrapped phase map.
The path-independent methods, including model- [6, 7],
Bayesian- [8], least-squares- [9], and integration-based
[10–18], do not require a specially designed path for spatial-
based phase unwrapping. However, none of these path-
independent methods can be directly applied to unwrap the
phase of laterally discontinuous surfaces because of the
narrow, curved regions and the discontinuity among regions.
The region-referenced method [18], which is an integration-
based path-independent method, uses the phase data in regions
surrounding a pixel to detect the phase wrap. This method has
good noise robustness, can automatically adjust the direction
to adapt for narrow and curved regions, and was selected to be
further developed in this study.
Laser holographic interferometry is reviewed in
section 2. The region-referenced phase unwrapping,
segmentation and patching, and problems for narrow
segmented regions and boundary pixels are explained
in section 3. In section 4, the solutions of phase wrap
identification on boundary pixels, masking and recovery,
dynamic segmentation, and phase adjustment are developed.
An example is presented in section 5 to validate the
proposed method and study the computational efficiency and
convergence.
2. Laser holographic interferometry
The configuration of laser holographic interferometry for
precision height measurement is shown in figure 3. The
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Figure 3. Diagram of the laser holographic interferometer.
collimated laser beam is split by the beam splitter into two
coherent laser beams, denoted as the reference beam and
carrier beam. The reference beam reflects from the reference
mirror back to the beam splitter. The carrier beam reflects from
the object surface and has the phase modulated by the height of
the object. The reflected carrier beam and the reference beam
interfere with each other and generate the interference pattern,
which is recorded as a hologram in the charged-coupled device
(CCD) camera.
The phase-shifting and multi-wavelength tuning methods
are applied to calculate the height of the object surface
[19]. The phase, which is linearly proportional to the surface
height, is extracted from the recorded hologram in the CCD
camera. The height measurement range with the phase-
shifting technology is half of the wavelength. According
to the Shannon sampling theorem [2], the height difference
between two adjacent pixels in the CCD camera must be
smaller than 1/4 of the laser wavelength for phase unwrapping.
This is too small for most practical applications. The multi-
wavelength technology [19] has been applied to increase the
height measurement range. The height of each point on
the surface is calculated by tuning the laser wavelength and
Fourier transforming the change of phases which are obtained
using the phase-shifting technology at each wavelength. The
range of height measurable by laser holographic interferometry
using the multi-wavelength tuning depends on the incremental
wavelength tuning step. The smaller the tuning step, the
larger the height measurement range can be. However, the
tradeoff for the increase in the height measurement range using
a smaller wavelength tuning step is the decrease of resolution
and accuracy.
Phase unwrapping can overcome this problem. A large
wavelength tuning step is applied in the multi-wavelength
method to obtain a wrapped phase map with high resolution
and accuracy. The phase unwrapping method then unwraps
the phase map to obtain a larger height measurement range
while maintaining the high resolution and accuracy.
3. Region-referenced phase unwrapping
The region-referenced method is applied as the base for the







Figure 4. Detection of phase wrap at pixel (i, j): (a) surrounding
four pixels and (b) reference region surrounding the pixel.
method uses an iterative algorithm to unwrap the phase. This
method searches the pixels with phase wraps and compensates
the phase by adding or subtracting 2π depending on the sign
of the phase wrap. The surface is assumed continuous in
the height direction with no phase jump over π between two
adjacent pixels. The searching and compensation processes
are repeated until no phase wrap is detected.
3.1. Principle
A simple method to determine the phase wrap is to use the
four adjacent pixels of a pixel, marked as (i, j) in figure 4(a),
to determine the phase wrap [5, 20]. If at least one of
the four adjacent pixels has a phase difference larger than
π , this pixel is recognized to have phase wrap and needs
to be compensated by adding or subtracting 2π for phase
unwrapping. The problem of this phase unwrapping method
is the sensitivity to noise, which can cause the divergence of the
iteration. A more complicated region-referenced criterion was
developed by Huang and He [18] to overcome this problem.
Each adjacent pixel in figure 4(a) is replaced by a region
to determine the phase wrap. For example, the adjacent pixel
(i − 1, j) in figure 4(a) is replaced by 15 pixels, as shown by the
shaded area in figure 4(b), to determine the phase wrap. If over
half of the pixels in the shaded region have a phase difference
larger than π with the pixel (i, j), a phase wrap is identified
at pixel (i, j). The criterion of over half of pixels, which is
eight in the case in figure 4(b), is empirically optimal [18].
Rotating the shaded region around the pixel (i, j) by 90◦, 180◦,
and 270◦, the other three reference regions corresponding to
the other three adjacent pixels in figure 4(a) can be obtained.
The phase wrap at pixel (i, j) is identified if any of the four
reference regions have phase wrap. Other reference regions
of different shapes are also developed [18]. This method can
significantly improve the noise robustness. However, pixels on
the boundary, so-called boundary pixels, have limited numbers
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Figure 5. Measured phase map with phase wrap for the automatic
transmission valve body.
of pixels in the reference region to detect the phase wrap. This
makes boundary pixels more sensitive to noise.
A laterally discontinuous surface, like the automatic
transmission valve body in figure 1, has many boundary pixels
due to the discontinuity between regions, and can introduce
the divergence problem in phase unwrapping. Figure 5 shows
the measured phase map of the automatic transmission valve
body. The solid black background is the region not for
measurement. All the phase values are within the range from
−π to π , the principal value range of reverse trigonometric
functions. Phase wraps are observed in the phase map. The
close-up view of the region S1 is shown in figure 6(a). The
boundary pixels, marked by arrows, are a source of instability
and make it easy for the region-referenced phase unwrapping
to diverge. The idea proposed in this research is to first conduct
the phase unwrapping without considering these boundary
pixels, i.e., boundary pixels with phase wrap are masked.
After phase unwrapping, these masked pixels are recovered
by median filtering. This concept will be elaborated in
section 4.1.
3.2. Segmentation and patching
Segmentation, which divides the phase map into many small
overlapped segments, has been developed to improve the
computational efficiency for phase unwrapping [16, 18]. Each
segment is first unwrapped independently. Then, the data of
two adjacent segments are connected using the overlapped
region between these two segments. Static segmentation is
defined as the segmentation method with fixed segment size
and width of overlapped regions during unwrapping.
Patching is the process of combining the data of individual
segments after phase unwrapping into an integral phase
map. Two adjacent segments with an overlapped region are
compared with each other and the phases of one segment are
shifted by a multiple of 2π to make the overlapped regions
of the two segments match. After shifting, these two adjacent
segments are concatenated. This procedure is applied to all the
adjacent segments until an integral phase map including all the




Figure 6. Close-up view of the region S1 in figure 5 as an example
of the boundary pixels with decreased noise robustness in the
detection of phase wrap: (a) before phase unwrapping, (b) after
phase unwrapping and before recovery and (c) after phase
unwrapping and recovery.
process follows is determined iteratively by systematically
selecting one of the four adjacent segments as the next segment
to be patched.
An example of static segmentation with patching is shown
in figure 7(a), which illustrates the close-up view of region S2
of the valve body in figure 5. The size of each segment is (W +
Wo) × (W + Wo) with the width of the overlapped region equal
to Wo. The unwrapped phase in C1D1E1F1 and C2D2E2F2 will
be patched to make the phase in overlapped region C2D1E1F2
match both C1D1E1F1 and C2D2E2F2.
The problem of the static segmentation for laterally
discontinuous surfaces is the thin boundary regions. An
example of the thin boundary region is shown in figure 7(b),
which is the close-up view of the region S4 in figure 7(a).
A boundary region with only 1 to 2 pixels in width after
static segmentation and patching is observed on the top of the
segment. The phase wrap which exists in this boundary region
cannot be detected or removed using the phase unwrapping
method. The dynamic segmentation, to be discussed in
section 4.3, is developed to overcome this problem.
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Figure 7. Segmentation: (a) static segmentation of the region S2 in figure 5, (b) close-up view of the region S4 in figure 7(a), and
(c) dynamic segmentation of the region S2 in figure 5.
4. Masking, dynamic segmentation and adjustment
The masking and recovery, dynamic segmentation and phase
adjustment are developed to improve the robustness and the
computational efficiency for phase unwrapping of laterally
discontinuous surfaces. To avoid the divergence problem,
boundary pixels with phase wrap are masked during the phase
unwrapping. Dynamic segmentation adaptively determines
the segment size to reduce the number of thin boundary regions
in segmentation. The phase adjustment recovers the phase
value of masked pixels to complete the phase unwrapping.
4.1. Phase wrap identification on boundary pixels
A criterion is developed to determine if a boundary pixel has
phase wrap. Each boundary pixel has four reference regions.
In each reference region, some pixels are not on the object
surface and do not have valid phase information. Those pixels
with valid phase information are denoted as valid pixels. If
more than half of the valid pixels in any of the four reference
regions of a boundary pixel have phase difference larger than
π , this boundary pixel is designated to have phase wrap and
will be masked in the phase unwrapping.
4.2. Masking and recovery
Masking is applied to the boundary pixels with phase wrap to
avoid divergence. The masked boundary pixels with phase
wrap are not processed for the phase unwrapping. However,
if the masked boundary pixel is still a valid pixel and its phase
information is used in reference regions of other pixels for
phase unwrapping analysis.
After phase unwrapping, to recover the value at a masked
boundary pixel, median filtering [21] is applied. Median
filtering first sorts the phase values of pixels in a matrix (usually
3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, or 9 × 9 in dimension) centred at
the pixel to be filtered in a sequence and then chooses the
median as the new phase value. If any pixel in the matrix has
been masked, the values of these pixels are not included in
the sorting sequence. Median filtering has the advantage of
suppressing the spike noise.
An example of the masking and recovery process is
illustrated in figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows a close-up view
of the region S1 in figure 5. Boundary pixels with phase
wrap are marked by arrows. These pixels are masked for the
phase unwrapping. Figure 6(b) shows the result after phase
unwrapping and before recovery. Seven masked boundary
pixels still have phase wrap before the recovery. The recovery
process assigns phase values to the masked pixels using a
7 × 7 median filter. The result after applying the median
filtering is shown in figure 6(c). The phase unwrapping is
completed without a divergence problem. Phase values of
masked boundary pixels have been recovered.
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Figure 8. Definition of the boundary width p: (a) two boundary
regions and (b) the condition with a thin boundary region close to
the left side of the segment.
4.3. Dynamic segmentation
The static segmentation, as discussed in section 3.2, has
fixed segment size and fixed width of overlapped regions.
Dynamic segmentation is developed in this study to overcome
the divergence problem caused by thin boundary regions of
laterally discontinuous surfaces.
To identify the thin boundary region, the width of
boundary regions needs to be quantified. A parameter, called
the boundary width p, of each boundary region is defined as
the maximum number of pixels inside the boundary region
in the direction perpendicular to the side of the segment. An
example is shown in figure 8(a). Two unmasked boundary
regions, marked by hatched lines, have p equal to p1 and p2,
respectively. The smaller of the two, p1, is denoted as the
minimum side width pmin, which is defined as the minimum of
the boundary widths of all the boundary regions on a side of
the segment.
An exception in the determination of p occurs when
a thin boundary region exists along the other two adjacent
sides. As shown in figure 8(b), if pixels in the direction
perpendicular to the side of the segment are very close, less
than a predetermined threshold T, to the other side of the
segment, these pixels are not considered in the calculation of
p. In figure 8(b), the smaller of p3 and p4 is used to determine
the pmin to represent the minimum boundary width of the top
side of the rectangular segment.
Dynamic segmentation starts with the static segmentation.
If pmin of a segment is smaller than T after the static
segmentation, dynamic segmentation is triggered. The side
of the segment after the static segmentation will be moved
towards the outside of the segment by m1 = (T − pmin) pixels
to increase the width of the thin boundary region.
The counting of pmin is applied again to identify if any thin
boundary region still exists on the new segment. If it does, the
side of the segment is moved in the opposite direction by m2 =
m1 + T/2 pixels. This dynamic segmentation is repeated on
all four sides of the rectangular segment and has demonstrated
the ability to eliminate most, but not all, of the thin boundary
regions in practical applications.
Figure 9 shows an example of the dynamic segmentation
of region S3 in figure 5. The segment size and the width
of overlapped regions are W = 50 and Wo = 20 pixels in
the static segmentation. The original segment after the static
segmentation is shown in figure 9(a). The segment including
the overlapped region is 70 × 70 pixels. The top side of the
segment has two regions. The p in the middle region is 70 and
in the right region is 2, which is smaller than the predetermined
threshold value T (=6) and is identified as a thin boundary
region. pmin is equal to 2. Using the dynamic segmentation,
the top side of the segment is then moved upward by m1 = 4
(=6 − 2) pixels. The newly obtained segment, as shown in
figure 9(b), has a new thin boundary region with the boundary
width p (=4) in the upper left corner. The top side of the
segment is then moved in the opposite direction by m2 = 7
(= 4 + 6/2) pixels. The newly obtained segment with no thin
boundary region on the top side is shown in figure 9(c). The
same procedure is repeated on the other three sides. The final
segment after the dynamic segmentation is 67 × 74 pixels, as
shown in figure 9(d).
The phase unwrapping results with dynamic segmentation
of the region S2 in figure 5 are shown in figure 7(c). For the
segment C1D1E1F1 with no thin boundary region, the segment






1, does not change.
The segment C2D2E2F2 has thin boundary regions. The







eliminate the thin boundary regions. The phase wrap in region
S4 of figure 7(a) is eliminated after dynamic segmentation
(figure 7(c)).
4.4. Phase adjustment for thin boundary regions with
phase wrap
After dynamic segmentation, some thin boundary regions may
still exist. The phase wrap in these thin boundary regions
cannot be solved using the region-referenced method described
in section 3. The phase adjustment method is developed to
identify the phase wrap and adjust the phase values in the
integral phase map by adding or subtracting a multiple of 2π
to complete the phase unwrapping process.
Figure 10(a) illustrates two examples of regions S5 and S6
in the integral phase map of the automatic transmission valve
body (figure 2). The close-up view of the region S5 is shown
in figure 10(b). The thin boundary region in S5 is located
on the top side. During dynamic segmentation, the boundary
line cannot extend beyond the integral phase map and the thin
boundary region remains. The close-up view of S6 is shown
in figure 10(c). The thin boundary region with phase wrap
still exists after moving the boundary line twice in dynamic
segmentation.
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Figure 10. Phase unwrapping of the automatic transmission valve body: (a) unwrapped phase map without adjustment, (b) close-up view of
the region S5 in (a), (c) close-up view of the region S6 in (a), (d) unwrapped phase map after adjustment, (e) close-up view of the region S′5
in (d) after adjustment, and (f ) close-up view of the region S′6 in (d) after adjustment.
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The phase values of pixels in thin boundary regions can be
estimated or extrapolated using a polynomial function fitted by
the data of the integral phase map. The estimated phase values
are compared to the existing phases of pixels in thin boundary
regions to determine the adjustment in the multiple of 2π .
The polynomial function can be of the first, second or higher
order. The first-order polynomial function representation of
the integral phase map is
ϕ1(i, j) = a0,1 + a1,1i + a2,1j, (1)
where i and j are the row and column coordinates, respectively,
of the integral phase map, ϕ1(i, j) is the estimated phase value
of the pixel (i, j) in the integral phase map, and a0,1, a1,1 and
a2,1 are coefficients of the first-order polynomial function.
Coefficients a0,1, a1,1 and a2,1 are determined using the



































The second-order polynomial function of ϕ(i, j) is
ϕ2(i, j) = a0,2 + a1,2i + a2,2j + a3,2i2 + a4,2ij + a5,2j 2, (3)

































































































To determine which order polynomial is adequate for phase




i,j (ϕ(i, j) − ϕk(i, j))2
N
, (5)
where k is the order of the polynomial function and N is the
total number of data points in the integral phase map.
If erms is small than a predefined threshold value, for
example, 0.2 rad, which was experimentally verified to be
sufficient in this study, the polynomial function is considered
adequate for the phase adjustment. Otherwise, higher order
polynomial functions will be fitted using the least square
method [22] until the erms is smaller than the threshold value.
5. Example
The measurement of the surface on an automatic transmission
valve body, as shown in figure 1, is used as an example of a
laterally discontinuous surface to demonstrate the developed
phase unwrapping method. The measurement area, as shown
in figure 1(b), was 265 × 250 mm. The measurement result
was represented in a matrix with the dimensions of 892 × 842
pixels, as shown in figure 5. The height measurement range
was 0.3 mm. The lower right corner of the valve body was
raised by a wedge to increase the height range of the valve
body surface beyond 0.3 mm to generate the phase wrap.
5.1. Phase unwrapping results
To unwrap the measured phase map shown in figure 5,
the region-referenced phase unwrapping method described in
section 3 is applied. The 15 pixels reference region, as shown
in figure 4(b), is utilized to identify the phase wrap. For each
pixel, if more than eight pixels in any of the four reference
regions have a phase difference larger than 2π , that pixel is
marked to have phase wrap. Masking and the 7 × 7 median
filter for recovery, as discussed in section 4.2, are applied to
those boundary pixels with phase wrap to avoid the divergence
problem on boundary pixels.
The dynamic segmentation with W = 50 pixels, Wo
= 15 pixels, and T = 6 pixels, is applied to generate
18 × 17 (= 306) segments. This segmentation generates
71 thin boundary regions. The dynamic segmentation is
applied to move all four sides (top, bottom, right and left)
of the segments to reduce the number of thin boundary
regions. In this example, 53 segments have at least one
of the four sides moved once and three segments have at
least one of the four sides moved twice. After the dynamic
segmentation, only five thin boundary regions exist. These
remaining thin boundary regions are marked by three arrows
and two boxes (S5 and S6) in figure 10(a). Figures 10(b)
and (c) illustrate close-up views of the thin boundary regions
in S5 and S6.
The dynamic segmentation was necessary to achieve a
converged solution to phase unwrapping in this example. If
only the static segmentation was used, the integral phase map
was incorrect and the phase adjustment could not correct the
errors in the integral phase map.
To recover the phase values in the five thin boundary
regions shown in figure 10(a), the first- and second-order
polynomial functions were applied to fit the integral phase
map. Results of the fitted polynomial functions are ϕ1(i, j) =
−1.521 + 0.006i + 0.013j with a0,1 = −1.521, a1,1 = 0.006
and a2,1 = 0.013, and ϕ2(i, j) = −0.497 + 0.003i + 0.010j +
4 × 10−6i2 + 1 × 10−7ij + 4 × 10−6j2 with a0,2 = −0.497, a1,2 =
0.003, a2,2 = 0.010, a3,2 = 4 × 10−6, a4,2 = 1 × 10−7 and a5,2
= 4 × 10−6.
The root mean square erms is calculated to determine which
order of the polynomial function is adequate for the phase
adjustment. The total number of data points N is 191 131. The
erms for the first- and second-order polynomials are 0.33 rad
and 0.16 rad, respectively. Because the erms of the second-order
polynomial is smaller than the predefined threshold value of
0.2 rad, this polynomial is adequate for the phase adjustment.
The difference is calculated between the existing and
estimated values of ϕ1(i, j) in the thin boundary regions. The
multiple of 2π is added to or subtracted from those pixels in
the thin boundary regions to make the difference smaller than
2π . For example, in S5 and S6, 2π was subtracted from both
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Table 1. Computational time for phase unwrapping of the automatic
transmission valve body example (892 × 842 pixels).
Width of
Segment size, overlapped regions, Number of Computational
W (pixels) Wo (pixels) segments time (min)
150 25 36 38
100 25 81 25
50 25 306 18
40 25 506 15
30 25 870 15
29 25 930 16
<29 25 Divergence
40 20 506 12
40 15 506 9
40 10 506 6
40 <10 506 Divergence
regions to bring the phase values from the level of 15 rad
to 9 rad and from 9 rad to 3 rad, respectively. Figure 10(d)
shows the integral phase map after the phase adjustment. The
close-up views of the two regions S′5 and S
′
6 in figure 10(d) are
illustrated in figures 10(e) and (f ), respectively. The errors
have been removed and the whole phase unwrapping process
is complete.
5.2. Effect of W and Wo on computational efficiency
Two sets of numerical experiments to study the effect of
W and Wo on computational efficiency are conducted and
results are summarized in table 1. Wo is fixed at 25 pixels
in the first set of tests. The reduction of W from 150 to 30
pixels improves the computational time from 38 to 15 min
using a common personal computer with MATLAB software.
A smaller size segment requires less computational time
for phase unwrapping. However, reducing W increases the
number of segments and eventually raises the computational
time. As shown in table 1, when W is reduced to 29 pixels, the
computational time is increased to 16 min. When W is smaller
than 29 pixels, the phase unwrapping method diverges.
The second set of numerical experiments is conducted by
fixing W and reducing Wo. With a fixed W at 40 pixels, as
shown in table 1, the reduction of Wo from 25 to 10 pixels
further reduces the computational time to 6 min while the
number of segments remains the same at 506. As Wo reduces,
the segment size after dynamic segmentation becomes smaller
and makes the phase unwrapping of each segment faster. The
total computational time is reduced. When Wo is smaller than
10 pixels (W = 40 pixels), a divergence problem occurs.
5.3. Convergence
The convergence of the phase unwrapping method is also
investigated. As shown in table 2, for W at 50, 40 and 29,
the minimum Wo without a divergence problem are 10, 10 and
24, respectively, for the automatic transmission valve body
example. When W reduces from 50 to 40 pixels, the minimum
Wo is the same (10 pixels) to make the phase unwrapping
method converge. When W reduces from 40 to 29 pixels,
the minimum Wo increases to 24 pixels. This is due to the
increase in the number of boundary pixels in smaller segments
Table 2. Minimum Wo for phase unwrapping without divergence in
the automatic transmission valve body example.
Minimum Wo (pixels)




making the region-referenced phase unwrapping more prone
to divergence.
This example demonstrates the importance of selecting
W and Wo to improve computational efficiency without
compromising the stability in phase unwrapping. The
selection of W and Wo will change for different applications.
The basic principle learned in this example is to use an optimal
W which balances the number of segments and computational
time in each segment. Small Wo without triggering instability
is desired.
6. Concluding remarks
A new phase unwrapping method was developed to
mathematically increase the height measurement range of
laser holographic interferometry while maintaining the same
level of accuracy and resolution. This method had
successfully solved the phase unwrapping problem of laterally
discontinuous surfaces using the example of an automatic
transmission valve body. Three new methods, including
masking and recovery, dynamic segmentation and phase
adjustment for pixels in thin boundary regions, have been
demonstrated to be effective to avoid the divergence problem of
boundary pixels. A guideline was developed to select the size
of segment to improve the computational efficiency without
incurring a convergence problem.
This phase unwrapping method, together with the
hologram registration method developed by Huang et al [19]
to expand the field of view, has successfully increased the
measurement volume for laser holographic interferometry
measurements.
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